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You can’t win them all but………...
On Wednesday 28th January the Area
Development Control Committee (South)
approved both the Tower Street applications, one for a new museum (illustrated
above) and the other for an adjacent residential development. We objected to the
proposed museum’s design, particularly the
“turret”.
However, though our objections were discounted, we still support strongly the resiting of the District Museum from its quite
inadequate present premises. We trust that
even in these difficult financial times the
Council will go ahead, perhaps drawing on
its own reserves pending the eventual sale
of both the land for the residential development and the Little London site. We also
hope that WSCC will consider the closure
to vehicles of the southern end of Tower
Street during museum opening times for
safe access on foot, especially for schools’
visits.
While unsuccessful in regard to the
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museum’s design, we are happy to report
on pages two and three the welcome District Council decision to replan the
Bishop’s Palace gardens along lines of the
proposals of our Vice-Chairman, David
Laing. We continue to review planning
applications in detail, led by our Secretary,
David Wilson, who summarises current
issues on page three and four.
We are currently running a recruiting campaign for new members to add to our influence. We welcome our new joiners and in
particular any who would like to take a
more active role on our Committee.
We would like to remind all members that
the Tarmac application to extract gravel at
Lavant and put 84 trucks a day on the
Broyle Road-Spitalfield Lane route is expected to be on the agenda of the WSCC
Planning Committee on Tuesday March
17th. Please join the Residents’ Against
Gravel Extraction demonstration that morning. Details at www.chi-rage.co.uk
Registered with the Civic Trust

A New Look to Bishop’s
Palace Gardens
Walk down Canon Lane, under the arch and turn
left to one of the loveliest open spaces in the City.
Bishop’s Palace Gardens is a tranquil place; a
country garden in Chichester.
The Gardens have been rather neglected recently
but Chichester District Council, working with an
active group of Friends, including your correspondent, have started on a programme to improve and
beautify. We have made plans for each part of the
Gardens and a landscape architect, working within
these plans, has produced an overall design with
necessary technical detail and recommended
structural work.
A place for quiet enjoyment
We all respect the character of the Gardens as a
place for quiet enjoyment, strolling, sitting, having
a picnic, studying, building friendships. We appreciate the stunning views of the Cathedral and of the
Bishop’s Palace and from the ramparts. We glory
in the splendid range of trees, some unusual and a
few rare. We encourage wild life. We try to lighten
the feel of the Gardens, emphasizing soft colours in
flowers and shrubs, and making use of height in
design.
The Sketch Design (shown at right)
Let me explain some of the Sketch Design. At the
Canon Lane entrance, we retain the popular beds of
annuals but add a small water feature so the sound
of water may aid relaxation. A wild garden will be
made where now there is wasteland. In the main
garden all walls and fences will be restored; all
paths will be resurfaced in Breedon gravel and widened so two can walk together; and, as a central
focal point, there will be a shallow pool with a low
fountain surrounded by a gravel path, columnar
trees and seats.
To the left of the entrance, the slippery slope will
be replaced by a stepped path with handrail up to
the ramparts. To the right, the planting in the popular herbaceous beds will be reviewed, and a vista
created running east to west with a focal sculpture
at each end, and with beds planted with soft colours
carrying the eye down the vista. Beyond these beds
will be a pergola running the length of the walk
carrying climbing and rambler roses, honeysuckle
and clematis.
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The south bank will be planted with native low shrubs
and trees, and masses of bulbs. The west bank remains
grassy and the wall bed has been replanted already. The
broad walk from the North-West entrance will be narrowed and the bed widened to achieve a balance between path, bed and height of wall. Replanting with
mainly Mediterranean plants should draw people along
(Continued on page 3)
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Canon Lane entrance

not only about conserving and defending. It is also
the walk to a feature at the end. There will be ten or so about improving and beautifying our City.
new trees planted and many more seats.

(Continued from page 2)

It is welcome news that approval has been obtained David Laing
from CDC to implement the Sketch Design
Vice-Chairman of The Chichester Society and member
together with the required finance.
of the Friends of Bishop’s Palace Gardens
The Friends hope the renewed Gardens will lift the
spirits of all kinds of visitor. The Chichester Society is
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Update on Recent Planning Applications
Besides the larger issues such as
Graylingwell, the new District
Museum and Monolith signs, your
Committee tries to keep an eye on
the individual applications for
smaller developments. We review
all the applications of interest and,
where we consider it appropriate,
enter an objection.
Because the Society is not an
‘official consultee’, unlike the City
Council or the Conservation Area
Advisory Committee, our views
are not set out in detail for councillors to consider, which is why we
occasionally resort to writing to
councillors directly. Moreover,
many decisions on minor planning
applications are delegated to officers and never seen by elected
members. The successes and failures reported below are therefore
not solely our doing, but rather
more of a joint effort with local
Residents’ Associations and individual residents affected.

Sainsbury's: We think that two more signs as large as the one behind
the hoarding are excessive

dents fearing the destruction of an
area’s character on the other. Two
of the largest proposals, Bethwine’s Farm and Blackboy Lane
which would have over-extended
Fishbourne, have been withdrawn.
However, a development of 50
flats and houses between Clay
Infill and sites outside the Settle- Lane, Fishbourne and the A27 has
ment Policy Area
been allowed on appeal to the InThese are probably the most hotly spector. Those at Portfield and
fought, with developers sensing
Hunter’s Rest are still pending, the
large profits on one side, and resi- former with queries being raised

over some of our objections.
We were successful in reducing
back garden development at Highland Road to one extra house, in
getting a large block of flats at
Jubilee Road refused, but failed to
prevent excessive back garden
building at Litten Terrace. The replacement of a bungalow at Mount
Lane is still pending, with our
reservations about access under
discussion.
Advertising signs
There is perpetual encroachment
on CDC guidelines by ‘clone’
shops, who are determined to promote their corporate image at the
expense of the character of the city
centre. It is indeed in the interests
of shops to have a distinctive and
attractive city, as that draws in
more shoppers, but there is always
one seeking an edge!
CDC guidelines are against hanging signs in general, to prevent
clutter, though in side streets they
are allowed to draw shoppers off
the main street. We have successfully opposed such signs at Cargo
and BHF, and there is one pending

Hunter's Rest We are opposing the expansion of Chichester
Registered Charity No. 268055

(Continued on page 5)
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at H. Samuel. The guidelines are
also against illuminated frontages,
and we have added our objection
to those proposed for Nisa in Eastgate, for Toni & Guy in North
Street and One-Stop in St Paul’s
Road.
However, our views were overruled in respect of large new signs
at Sainsbury’s, and a depressingly
bland sign with no local connections at the Old Cross.
Telephone masts

Oaklands Park: The site for new Chichester FC pavilion is on the left

Here we have been far less successful, as local authorities are required to expedite 3G coverage.
We would have liked to see the
antennae staying on the water
tower at Graylingwell, but the
owners gave notice to quit. New
masts have therefore sprung up off
Centurion Way, in Oaklands Park
and at the end of Wellington Road.
However our views on the detailed

siting have agreed with modifications to the final approvals.
Others
The new pavilion for Chichester
FC has been approved with provision for a landscaping scheme,
which we also suggested. Extension to Chichester Gate licensing
hours, which would have disturbed
local residents unnecessarily, were

turned down after appeal, and we
were amongst many who opposed
here. Last, but by no means least, a
dramatic but incongruous design
for a new office building behind St
John’s Chapel also went to appeal.
We spoke at the hearing, and the
Inspector agreed with our views,
and refused permission.

David Wilson

Letter to The Editor on Council Tax
In your last issue, Cicestrian discussed the iniquities of Council Tax,
and went into the ways of making
savings to minimise future rises in
the Tax. While action on this front
would always be welcome, he was
relatively restrained about the major
cause of Council Tax rises in West
Sussex, namely, the continued stranglehold that the Government exerts
on counties in the South East.
Consider the following:
(i) Last year’s rise in Council Tax
would have been cut by 20% if the
grant provided by Whitehall had simply matched inflation and provided
for the increased services which central government itself demanded.
(ii) By 2010 West Sussex County
Council will have endured ten consecutive years of the lowest possible
increase in grant from central government, and indeed will be the only
authority in this position. At about
2% per annum the increases have
been consistently below the rate of
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inflation. Hence there have been major rises in council tax avoidable by
other shire counties with an average
of a 4% increase last year – and don’t
even ask what increases northern
boroughs have been getting!
(iii) In actual money, the central
grant for West Sussex was £128 per
head last year compared to Durham
where the grant was £326 per head.
If West Sussex were to be funded at
the same rate as Durham, our council
tax would be nearly halved!
My advice to all households containing two or more people is to share
your votes randomly around the
major parties. That way West Sussex
would become marginal, and suddenly reasons would be found to
fund our local services appropriately.
That is part of the normal political
process and should not be confused
with bribery.

David Wilson

www.chichestersociety.org.uk

The Road to
Nowhere
How many more years before
WSCC wake up and repair this
long part broken and part
missing road sign?
On the B2178 at the junction
with Brandy Hole Lane the
finger to Funtington and East
Ashling is missing; and the
Brandy Hole finger is minus the
Lane.
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Notes on the Natural History of Chichester
Those with an interest in natural history are blessed to live in Sussex with
its wide range of habitats - the
Downs, heaths, coastline and Chichester Harbour itself. All of these require private or public transport for
access. Yet on the outskirts of Chichester are many good locations easily
accessed by foot or cycle, but somehow often ignored. Considered here
with some of its more unusual and
attractive biodiversity is one such location - the areas to the west of
Chichester accessed from Centurion
Way.

Fishbourne

Between Salthill Lane (the east-west
lane that is a western continuation of
Newlands Lane, Parklands) and the
railway line at Fishbourne lie rough
meadows that, at first sight, appear
unpromising - but they have surprises
in store. One meadow in early summer is a beautiful sight covered with
the pink of Ragged Robin and the yellow of Buttercups. Orchids feature
Marbled White
well with Green-winged, Bee, Southern Marsh and Common Spotted Orchids to be found from April to June.
In recent years a pair of Barn Owls
Centurion Way
have been seen hunting over these
meadows - but you do need to be
Starting to the north where Centurion
there at dawn or dusk to stand a
Way meets Hunter’s Race there is the
chance of seeing them! Buzzards are
area of chalk grassland reconstituted
regulars and Kestrels hover overhead.
from gravel diggings known locally as
Grass Snakes are found but these shy
the ‘Amphitheatre.’ Its display of
reptiles are easily frightened by heavy
Cowslips (bold indicates illustrated
Silver-washed Fritillary
footsteps. Dragonflies and damselflies
here) in May is superb and is foloccur by the small stream through
three ponds. It hosts a wide range of
lowed by Ox-eye Daisies, Sainfoin,
these meadows, with Large Red,
mainly woodland species. Brandy
Broomrape as well as Pyramidal OrCommon Blue and Blue-tailed Damchids and Bee Orchids. It also boasts Hole is at its best in May when a
quarter of a million Bluebells flower - selflies in early summer, and Broada good range of butterfly species including Brown Argus, Common Blue, the sight and scent of these on a warm bodied Chasers, Southern Hawkers
spring afternoon makes it well worth and Migrant Hawkers later in the
Small Heath, Small Copper, Essex
a visit. 25 butterfly species have been year.
and Large Skippers as well as the
At the southern end of Centurion Way
nearest colony of Marbled Whites to recorded here including its three
‘specialities’:- Purple Hairstreak,
Harlequin Ladybirds have been found
Chichester.
in large numbers in recent years. UnSilver-washed
Fritillary
and
White
A little further south along Centurion
Admiral
flying
in
July.
There
is
the
known in Britain before 2003, this
Way lies Brandy Hole Copse - Chichspecies has found conditions to its
occasional
surprise
a
Queen
of
Spain
ester’s Local Nature Reserve and a
Fritillary,
an
extremely
rare
migrant,
liking here; has spread rapidly across
real gem with its Sweet Chestnut copwas
found
there
last
year.
NutEngland, and is now common in
pice, broad-leaved woodland and
hatches, Tree Creepers, Green and
Great-Spotted Woodpeckers breed,
while Sparrowhawks hunt through the
trees. Britain’s largest beetle, the Stag
Beetle, is frequently seen in flight at
dusk. Chichester is a recognised ‘hot
spot’ for this protected species.

Bee Orchid
Registered Charity No. 268055

Stag Beetle

Barn Owl

(Continued on page 7)
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Chichester.
Leaving Centurion Way, cross the
railway line by the foot crossing at
Fishbourne Road East, cross over the
A259 and enter Fishbourne Meadows
through Fishbourne Church car park.
These meadows are a delight with
something of interest throughout the
year. With the small Fishbourne
stream running through them they are
wet in all but the driest times. The
cream of Meadowsweet, pink of
Greater Willow-herb and Lady’s
Smock and the yellow of Bird’s-foot
Trefoil make these damp meadows
attractive in late spring and summer.
They provide ideal conditions for
Southern Marsh Orchids with over
300 flowering stems making an impressive sight in June. Common Spotted Orchids are also found here as is
the rare hybrid between the two. In
the freshwater stream grows the tasty
Water-cress and the insipid, toxic
Fool’s Water-cress (don’t confuse the
two!), Water Forget-me-not, Brooklime and that unusual architectural
plant Branched Bur-reed. Water
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Cowslip

Voles live by the stream but these are
shy mammals and quietness is essential to see them. Birds include Cetti’s
Warbler and the summer migrant
Reed Warbler. That small falcon, the
Hobby can be seen in flight here, together with Buzzards, Kestrels and of
course the Cathedral Peregrines. Follow the stream round towards the
Harbour and the habitat changes dramatically from freshwater meadows

www.chichestersociety.org.uk

Southern Marsh Orchid

to salt marsh - but that’s another habitat and another story.
These notes aim to give an indication
of the biodiversity that can be accessed easily on foot from Chichester.
Do explore it - good weather and a
pair of binoculars help!

Mike Perry
Chair, Chichester Natural History Society
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Goodwood : a brief history
Chichester is fortunate in having a
prestigious international venue on
its own doorstep. Home of the
Dukes of Richmond from the late
17th century, Goodwood is recognised as one of the finest sporting
estates in Europe, attracting
visitors from far and wide.
Cricket has been a passion of
the Lennox family from the
early 1700s and the second
Duke's rules for the game form
the basis of MCC laws today.
By 1745, he was also playing
'gouf with clubs and balls' and
his interest in horse-racing
passed to his son the third Duke,
who established the first official
event on the race-course area in
1801.

“Glorious Goodwood”
The annual mid-summer week
given over to the 'sport of
kings' was dubbed “Glorious
Goodwood”; frequently patronised by Royalty - especially Edward VII and Queen
Alexandra - this remains very
much part of the social calendar.
Once the most famous hunt in

The Charlton Hunt (detail) by George Stubbs 1759
England, the Charlton, named
from the village in the Downs
behind Goodwood, came to an
end in the early nineteenth century when the hounds were all
destroyed following an attack of
rabies. The fourth Duke spent
much of his life abroad, eventually dying of the same disease in
Canada; it was his son who
finally established the fame of
the Richmonds' country home as
a premier horse-racing centre.

esteemed, under the direction of
the Duke's grandson, the Earl of
March and Kinrara. The 'Festival
of Speed' takes place around the
House and attracts many thousands of people each year, as
does the 1950s-style 'Revival'
each September. This is held on
the airfield, once home to Spitfire
and other squadrons in the 2nd
World War and now to the Flying
School and associated activities.

The House
Car and Motor-Cycle
Racing

But at the centre of all this is
another 'Glorious Goodwood',
the House itself. Home of Lord
'Freddie March', Brooklands
and Lady March and their five
racing driver and lover of all
children, it contains famous
things aeronautical, rose to the
Dukedom in 1935 on the death of collections of art, 18th century
French furniture and Sevres
his father, the eighth Duke. The
porcelain, drawing individuals
young man's expectations of life
and
groups to visit throughout
had been changed on the sudden
the
year.
The beautiful setting
death of his elder brother in 1919,
and
excellent
facilities attract
but in addition to all his new regreat
corporate
events and
sponsibilities, the ninth Duke
continued his particular interests many a bride and groom start
married life with a Goodwood
by establishing them as special
wedding.
events at Goodwood. So began
the car and motor-cycle racing on The history of the Lennox (now
the estate, now so highly
.

King Charles II by Sir Peter Lely
Registered Charity No. 268055

(Continued on page 9)
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Gordon-Lennox) Dukes of
Richmond is constantly
researched, particularly by
Goodwood's Curator, Rosemary
Baird. Visitors to the House are
fascinated, not only by the
Guides' knowledge of items on
display but by the many family
stories passed down through the
years. Links with Chichester
and Sussex have always been
important, from the time when
the first Duke came to hunt with
the Charlton and bought the
Jacobean house at the centre of
the complex as a hunting lodge
in 1697. (The Mayor and
Corporation of St. Pancras
feasted royally on a 'fatte bucke'
which he gave them.)
This first Charles Lennox, Duke
of Richmond in North Yorkshire
and Lennox in Scotland, was the
love-child of the 'Merry Monarch', Charles II and his French
mistress, Louise de Keroualle.
He created her Duchess of Portsmouth, Countess of Fareham and
Baroness Petersfield but her time
was mostly spent at Whitehall
Palace in London.
Richmond House, the family
home beside the Thames at
Whitehall, was burnt down in
1791 and it is believed that the
architect James Wyatt built the
angled flint wings and portico
onto the existing Goodwood
House between 1800 and 1806
to contain much that was saved
from the fire in London. A
number of fine architects have
been associated with Goodwood. Roger Morris, designer
of part of Chichester's Council
House in North Street, altered
the Jacobean house for the
second Duke and worked elsewhere on the estate. Lord Burlington built the first meeting
room at Charlton for the members of the hunt and the imposing Palladian stables were
designed by Sir William
Chambers for the third Duke.
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The Yellow Drawing Room at Goodwood House

Political and military
history
The political and military histories of the Richmonds are separate studies. The fourth Duke was
a valued friend of the Duke of
Wellington and the national Waterloo Society has visited Goodwood to hear details of the
involvement of the Lennoxes in
the Napoleonic Wars.
Long after the fourth duke married the last heiress of the Scottish Gordons, Queen Victoria
granted that dukedom to the
sixth Duke of Richmond; the old
French title had been held since
the time of the second Duke by
right of his grandmother, Louise
de Keroualle, Duchess of
Aubigny. The present Duke and
Duchess live on the estate and
they are active in much that
happens round and about Chichester. Their son, Lord March, is
the key administrator of all
activities at Goodwood.
The House is usually open to the
general public on Sunday and
Monday throughout the summer
season, plus Tuesday to Thursday in August. For all information about Goodwood, its events
and facilities, please telephone
01243 755000 or contact
www.goodwood.co.uk

www.chichestersociety.org.uk

Louis XV Boulle Mantel Clock
by Le Moin
et Belle Jean, Paris

Contributed by Cynthia
Bacon
Cynthia is a former member of
the Society’s Executive
Committee
Illustrations by kind permission of the Trustees of the
Goodwood Collections
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Chichester District and the French Resistance
In June 1963 I was a young student at the University of Lyon,
Southern France. I lodged with a
French family in Caluire, a suburb
to the north of the city perched on
cliffs between the Rhone and
Saone rivers. Close by was the
house and surgery of a Dr Frederick Dugoujon. As my French family explained, this was the house
where Jean Moulin and seven
other famous leaders of the French
Resistance were arrested by the
Gestapo exactly twenty years
earlier.
The circumstances of their arrest
and brutal death of Moulin under
torture have remained a controversy in France ever since, though
the heated discussions among my
French hosts during my stay became a distant memory jogged
from time to time with reports
from France such as the outcome
of Lyon Gestapo chief Klaus
Barbie’s trial in the late 1980’s.

tion between Moulin and Chichester - well at least Tangmere. I was
not to be disappointed!

Jean Moulin

leader of the Free French Forces.

From a previous visit to Tangmere
Military Aviation Museum I also
recalled that a secret squadron
based at the airfield had been involved in the highly dangerous job
of landing in France to deposit and
collect members of the Special
At least that was until last Septem- Operations Executive ( SOE ) and
ber, when as a new member of the the French Resistance throughout
the war.
‘Friends of Chartres’ Twinning
Association, I visited the magnifi- Having learnt of Moulin’s connection with Lyon and Chartres, I
cent city of Chartres for the first
time. What I soon discovered was wondered if there was a connecthat Jean Moulin, though arrested
in Lyon and a native of Beziers,
was actually the defiant ‘Prefect’
of Chartres from early 1939 to
November 1940, i.e. during the
Fall of France and that he was as
much a Resistance hero in that city
as in Lyon.
I knew that Jean Moulin had visited Charles de Gaulle in London
during 1941 to 1943 and had become de Gaulle’s right-hand man
in unoccupied France. Moulin was,
in fact, the most senior French
civil servant to come out of France
during the period and his support
of de Gaulle was crucial in persuading Churchill and later Roosevelt to recognise him as the true
Registered Charity No. 268055

.

I revisited the Museum and on
hearing of my interest in Jean
Moulin, staff took me to the newly
enlarged section on SOE. They
revealed that the secret squadron
was in fact ‘161 Special Duties
Squadron’. It flew specially converted Westland Lysander aircraft
which from Tangmere could reach
the Lyon area and return without
refuelling. The black-painted single-engined Lysanders had one
pilot and at a push could carry
three passengers, landing and taking off in rough fields in very short
distances. With no aids such as
radar, flights could only be made
in full-moon periods.
In charge of 161 squadron during
1942/43 was Group Captain Hugh
Verity DSO, DFC. I was handed
his book –“We Landed By
Moonlight”. In the back are transcripts of the flight logs for 161
squadron, clearly showing in table
form the date and aircraft, pilot,
name of secret operation, the
French Resistance agent on the
ground in France, location of land-

The Westland Lysander

(Continued on page 11)
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As the War progressed, the passenger lists of 161 squadron resembled a roll-call for post- war
French politicians and included
two future Presidents -Vincent
Auriol and Francois Mitterrand.

(Continued from page 10)

Did Jean Moulin just quickly pass
through the Chichester area? Perhaps not. In 1941 MI6, in collaboration with the Free French in London, set up a “safe-house” for
French Resistance Agents at
Bignor Manor to the north east of
Chichester. It was run by MI6
Officer Major Anthony Bertram
and his wife Barbara.
In her book ‘French Resistance in
Sussex’ Mrs Bertram describes
how outbound agents sometimes
had to stay and wait at the Manor
Bignor Manor, “safe house” for
for up to two weeks if weather
French resistance agents (above)
conditions were not right for takeoff at Tangmere. Posing as convaThe White Horse Inn at Sutton. a
lescing soldiers they would often
place of relaxation for the agents
(left)
pass away this nerve-racking time
at the nearby White Horse Inn at
Sutton. Mrs Bertram does not reprevented them from landing.
Forced to return to Tangmere they veal the names of many of her
‘house-guests’ though leaders
encountered dense fog again and
Verity had to crash-land. Both men ‘Colonel Remy’ (Gilbert Renault)
were unhurt. Two days later Verity and Pierre Brossolette are identified.
and Moulin took off again from
Tangmere for the same field near
Could it be that Jean Moulin, defiBourges. This time a danger signal ant Prefect of Chartres, founder of
was flashed by torch from the
the CNR, French national hero,
ground and again they were forced whose ashes were placed in the
to return to Tangmere.
Pantheon by President de Gaulle in
ing field and amazingly the names A new field had to be found and
1964, enjoyed a roaring fire, warm
of passengers to and from France. finally on 19th March 1943 Flight English beer and games of darts at
the White Horse Inn while waiting
I knew that Moulin had originally Lieutenant Bridger of 161 squadmade his way to London in 1941
ron landed Moulin safely in at Me- for the fog to clear on the south
side of the Downs?
via Lisbon and flying boat to Poole lay, near Roanne. Jean had three
Harbour and was parachuted back months to live.
My thanks to staff at the Tangmere
in two months later. But here in
Moulin’s visit to London via
Military Aviation Museum and
the log was clear evidence that he Tangmere was a turning point for members of the ‘Amis de Chicheshad also been picked up in Febru- the Resistance. He returned with
ter’ Twinning Committee in Charary 1943 by Hugh Verity from a
de Gaulle’s mandate for the whole tres.
field near Lons-le-Saunier, to the
of France and with orders (and renorth-west of Macon and brought sources) to set up the Conseil Na- Hugh Verity and Barbara Bertram’s books can be purchased
back directly to Tangmere. A week tional de la Resistance ( CNR) an
from the Tangmere Museum.
later Hugh Verity took off with
umbrella group which enlisted the
Moulin from Tangmere to land
Martyn Bell
many branches of the Resistance
him near Bourges, but thick fog
into the Gaullist movement.
ISSUE NUMBER 160 ~ MARCH 2009
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The Bailiff of Chichester
A history in two parts by City Councillor Barry Fletcher
Part One
The office of the Bailiff of Chichester
is an ancient one going back to the
thirteenth century and is as old, if not
older than, the office of the Mayor.
The Victoria County History for
Chichester states that in 1226 the citizens of Chichester gained the first
grant of the custody of the city ‘at
farm.’ This phrase means that in return for the payment of an annual sum
to the Crown, known as a ‘fee farm’,
the city was allowed to retain rents,
fines and taxes. It is from this time
that the earlier name of ‘reeves’ gives
way to that of ‘bailiffs’ in writs. The
first surviving reference to a Mayor of
Chichester is in 1239 but it is thought
probable that the introduction of a
new constitution with a mayor and
council coincided with the grant of
the city ‘at farm’ to the citizens in
1226. Unfortunately no such document recording this has survived but a
similar development occurred in
London at this period.

there were two bailiffs who continued
to represent the authority of the
Crown as overlord in Chichester. It
was not until the fourteenth century,
after further grants from Edward I and
Edward II, that the mayor took first
place in the style of the city, which
then appears as the Mayor, Bailiffs
and Citizens. At some point it became
the custom that there should be one
bailiff rather than two. A charter of
James I in the early seventeenth century recognises the office of bailiff –
singular – and the 1685 charter of
James II, refers to ‘a bailiff’ being one
of the officers of the council in these
terms:
And that likewise there shall and
may be one honest and discreet citizen of the said city to be chosen in
the manner hereafter expressed in
these presents who shall be and be
called bayliffe of the said city.

Councillor Martyn Bell, the present
Bailiff of Chichester

‘duel’ and they said that it had been
done ‘of old’ without any other authority. In other words this was what
had always been done. This custom
This charter stated that the common was then brought to an end.
Throughout the thirteenth century council should assemble in the Guildhall on the Monday before the feast of The Bailiff’s Court was known as
St Michael and elect a mayor and ‘The Court of the Liberty of the
bailiff.
Mayor and Citizens’ and tried the
cases that came before it. The court
The office of bailiff was essentially a was ‘cried at the Cross’ by the Crier
legal one, with its own court, not of Chichester on alternate Mondays in
unlike that of a sheriff in a county. these terms:
Occasionally its proceedings could
become quite lively. The Victorian O Yes! All manner of persons that
County History recounts a case of have to do, or intend to have to do,
1288 concerning the theft of some at the Bailiff’s Court of Liberty let
sheepskins. The two people involved, them repair to the Guildhall, for the
referred to simply as Robert and John, hour is come.
refused to agree as to whether the
sheepskins had been sold or stolen At the Guildhall the Crier would say:
and offered to prove their case upon
their bodies ‘by duel.’ The bailiffs and O Yes! All manner of persons that
the commonalty of the city agreed to have to do, or intend to have to do
William Titchener (above) was Bailiff in
this ‘in full court’ and the duel took at the Bailiffs’ Court of Liberty
1829/30 and Mayor in1832/33 and again
place. John was defeated by Robert here holden this day before the
in 1842/43 .These dates show that he was a
and hanged. Robert was remitted to Bailiff of this City let them come
Conservative. Most Bailiffs prior to
prison but then confessed he had sto- into the Court and they shall be
elections coming in in 1836 were Conserlen
the sheepskins and he was also heard.
vatives, or at least supporters of the Duke
hanged. Questions were asked of the
of Richmond. Then there was a narrow
mayor, bailiff and commonalty as by The records of this court for 1571 –
Liberal/Radical majority for a few years
what right they had allowed a plea of
(Continued on page 13)
until November 1842.
Registered Charity No. 268055
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(Continued from page 12)

1658 are in the County Records Office and are mostly in Latin. At each
court the eleven ward petty constables
appeared to make their presentations.
The majority of the cases heard concerned debts and small thefts. For
example on 14th October 1616 there
was a complaint that a Thomas
Diggens had stolen 18 pairs of shoes.
There were rarely more than ten cases
and often only two. Essentially it was
like a magistrate’s court dealing with
minor matters but by the seventeenth
century it was in decline as the Court
of Record and Court of Quarter Sessions took over. There is no evidence
that the Bailiff’s Court of Liberty met
after 1658 but, such is the way of
things, it apparently continued to be
cried at the Cross.
Sorting Office person who contacted us
and let us pay the extra 24p on almost
You may have noticed a surcharge stamp all the envelopes rather than involve
on your December Newsletter envelope
members in a special trip there and a
overwritten with “cancelled”. The sur£1.24 payment. A few envelopes slipped
charge was applied because the envelope through and we recompensed any memand contents weighed well over the 100 bers who advised us of the impost. So
now we are back to 16 pages in this isgrams limit for 2nd Large post. We are
extremely grateful to the Basin Road
sue and under the 100 grams!

An apology

Our Chisoc
Website
Do drop in and view our
website at
www.chichestersociety.org.uk
From the home page you can
visit other pages on the background to the Society, Issues,
and Topical Events, as well as
back numbers of Newsletters.
We have now compressed the
newsletters so that they can be
downloaded quickly if you
have broadband and in a
reasonable time even if you have
not.
Perhaps you have a favourite
picture or could write something
on one of the current issues.
Please send anything to the
address on the site under
'Contact Us'.

Chisoc Date
for Your
Diary
Open House on Mothering Sunday 22
March
A special spring day to welcome visitors old and
new at the start of the season. £2 entry for everyone, plus our traditional bunch of daffodils for
mothers and grandmothers.

Annual General
Meeting

Easter at the Museum Fri 10 – Mon 13 April
Activities and Easter celebrations for all the family over the holiday weekend, with a bonnet competition and parade on Monday. The school
holidays from Sat 4 to Sun 19 April are a delightful time to visit, with spring in the air, newborn
lambs, horses at work on seasonal tasks, and a
‘Woodyard Week’ of timber-related demonstrations.

Wednesday,
14th October

Food and Farming Fair Sun 3 – Mon 4 May

at 7:30pm

A wonderful choice of quality fare to sample and
buy from the local producers of the south east,
plus tastings, cookery classes, demonstrations
and children’s activities. Around 80 stands will
feature a stunning array of produce, from wines,
sauces, ciders and beers to meat, cheese, ice
cream, cakes and confectionery: all located in
and among the historic buildings on the Museum’s site. The Food Fair will also feature displays, demonstrations and activities celebrating
many aspects of downland farming.

in the Upstairs
Assembly
Room

Open 10.30am – 6pm. Adults £8.25; over
60s £7.25; children £4.40; family (2+3)
£22.65. Children under 5 free.
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Back in the USSR … The West Street Post Office
Younger Cicestrians who were not
around in the 1950s can get a
small glimpse today of conditions
in an Eastern European country
during the Cold War years. The
depressing atmosphere of those
dark days is now regularly evoked
in a corner of Chichester city
centre.
A daily aspect of life for Eastern
Europeans was the queue. A long,
winding queue, hardly moving,
waiting for service from staff
standing amid largely empty
shelves. Pictures of them occasionally appeared in newspapers and
on cinema newsreels.
There are no empty shelves in
Chichester's head Post Office, but
the semi-static queues are certainly
there, and I guess many of the people reading this newsletter will
have undergone the joyless experience of standing in one of them
during recent months.
Problems started, of course, with
the disastrous, well-publicised closure programme implemented by
Post Office Ltd.

Our West Street Post Office has
always been busy, but was cushioned and helped to some extent
by the popular branch in Sadlers
Walk - previously based in the former ironmongery shop at Eastgate
Square run by the Pine family.
The closure of the Sadlers Walk
office has had a severe impact on
the West Street business. And the
situation there appears to have

been further exacerbated by the
closure of the small shop within it,
which sold stamps, greeting cards,
lottery tickets and various other
things, easing pressure on the main
counter.
This leaves most customers at the
mercy of the main queuing
system.
I called in shortly before Christmas - after the main seasonal rush
- to pick up a parcel which the
postman had been unable to deliver to my home. It was late afternoon, not particularly busy elsewhere in the city, but I found myself confronted by a lengthy,
barely moving queue. There were
only about two or three staff on
duty behind the counter, and each
transaction seemed to take an age.
Slowly, imperceptibly, the queue
edged forward, and the minutes
ticked by. Five, 10, 15... One or
two people lost patience and left,
muttering in irritation. I realised I
was now late for a meeting, and
had to follow their example, my
parcel uncollected.

Even on a quieter day quite a queue, glum faces and unmanned counter positions
Registered Charity No. 268055
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The ChiSore on an Island at the Northgate Gyratory

(Continued from page 14)

I had to go back a few days later to
renew my road tax, having rashly
decided against the idea of doing so
on-line - due to an old-fashioned
caution about internet cash
transactions.
To cut this ever-lengthening story
short, I waited more than half an
hour for the privilege of handing
over the cash. Staff told me there
was nothing unusual about the
length of the queue. Tempers
frayed among the queuers, with one
individual accusing another, in a
very loud voice, of 'queue jumping.'
When I finally reached the counter,
the very courteous and efficient
individual who served me drew my
attention to the fact that the Post
Office provided car insurance, if I
was interested.
During a previous visit, to buy
some Premium Bonds for a present,
I had been informed that the company offered various financial investment opportunities. Frankly, if
the Post Office handles other areas
of its business as badly as it treats
the customers on whom it inflicts
long episodes of unnecessary tedium, I prefer to take my custom
elsewhere.

Nobody denies that there is a shortage of small houses in this city today. In addition to the usual reasons for downsizing, the credit crunch
makes them even more desirable.
This shortage is partly due to the folly of the planners in the early
1960s when they permitted the bulldozing of around 250 modest
homes in Somerstown as part of their "slum clearance" programme.
Similar such properties in Washington, Cavendish and Parchment
Streets command high prices even in today's market.
This makes it all the more tragic that a charming little flint and
brick cottage on the Northgate "island" has stood empty for as
long as most of us can remember. Why? Anyone living there
would need a substantial life assurance policy, but the obvious
danger could be eradicated by a new tunnel under the road connecting into the Northgate underpass. W.S.C.C. should not
cavil at the cost, since they themselves created this deathtrap,
and the tunnel would also serve the workers at Metro House
and the Women's Institute as well as the residents of the cottage. At the very least there should be traffic lights at one or
more of the gyratory’s junctions.
To leave this delightful small house empty for so long surely qualifies
it as a ChiSore.

Joy Crawshaw

So those younger people who
would like to experience a tiny
taste of the atmosphere of Warsaw
or Prague half a century ago should
take themselves along to West
Street and buy a postal order.

Cicestrian
Writer’s PS: I had another unfortunate queuing experience a few
days ago - had to send some
letters by special delivery. Long,
motionless queue, people complaining and leaving. So I've no regrets
about writing the piece!
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Chi Sore at BT building improved in double quick time!

Whiteheads sprung into action within days of our December issue being published. Thank you! Now let’s hope
Whiteheads keep it tidy and the weeds under control. Before (left) After (right).

We remember Gwen Zoller
Gwen Zoller, probably our oldest
member and a founder member, died
recently in her 99th year. Joy Crawshaw, one of our Vice-Presidents,
wrote a tribute to her for the Newsletter in September 2004 which we reprint below (with the tense changed
where appropriate).

Chichester Society, and we gained a
unique member who loyally supported
us over the years.

Being a keen gardener, Gwen transformed her narrow strip of a garden,
with (or without) the help of her two
dogs, into a semi-tropical grove. Outside the back door the delicate feathIn 1980, when Gwen Zoller bought her ers of a Mimosa tree contrasted with
the broadsheet foliage of a banana
cottage in Franklin Place, the main
tree, whilst down the path hibiscus
attraction was its location, so close to
the historic walls of the City. That
and lilies flowered beside apricot and
apple trees, as well as a miniature fig
very closeness, Gwen later learnt to
tree in a pot, all set off by the grey
her horror, was the reason why the
whole of Franklin Place, together with flint backdrop of the City walls.
the south side of Orchard Street, had
This exotic setting suited a person who
been due for demolition to make way
explored the world by various means
for a dual carriageway ring road
such as bus, boat or motor scooter,
planned by West Sussex County
who crossed deserts and glaciers and
Council to circle the City walls.
camped for the night on the Khyber
Pass.
At the stroke of a pen in County Hall,
104 small houses were to be wiped
Age did not defeat Gwen’s adventurout, just the very type of dwellings that
ous spirit. She claimed that it was
Chichester is so much in need of tohaving to look after her dogs that kept
day. But Gwen was a fighter, a natural
her so fit. She may well have been
ally of those who had opposed such
right, but I suspect that the secret was
wanton destruction. She joined the
her enthusiasm for life itself.
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